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Lemon’s Lines – an intermittent production of divergent and often totally haphazard, 

incoherent and unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong Football Club, 
with occasional historical snippets thrown in, compiled by Peter Lemon   2020 Edition 9 22/10/20 

  “Keeping the Club Connected”  
==================================================================================================== 

 

 
Grand Final, 2016 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
In this Edition     
 

* Impending AGM including Team of the Decade (2010-2019) 
 
* OGFC Football Tipping – 17 Years:  John Bailey, What a Has-been! 
 
* 55 Years with Amateur Football. Is He Nuts? 
 
* Some Incoming Mail     Sarah K;   Kath D;  Bruce H;  Tony P 
 
* More Charity Mentions 
 
* Under 19 Premiership Photos From 2009: Should We Bother? 
 
* Suburban Mayhem: Former VAFA President Peddles Falsehoods as Blunder Perpetuated 
 
* Editor Tones Down Comments About Former VAFA President Peddling Falsehoods and           
Perpetuating Blunder 
 
* Exclusive Readership Numbers, leading to …… 
 
* Stephanie Reeves (Stewart) Almost Gets Elected to Board of Royal Automobile Club of 
New Zealand but Fails Badly in Singapore 
 
* Heading North and West       
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* Another OGFC Member in the Printed Media 
 
* Who the Hell is Zanda McDonald? 
 
* Women’s Report                    * Pre-Seasons from the Archives 
 
==================================================================================================== 

 

* Impending Annual General Meeting and Team of the Decade (2010-2019) 
 
An email was sent to the general club data-base on Monday 10 October in relation to the 
AGM to be conducted on Thursday 29 October and presumably another reminder will be sent 
a couple of days prior. 
 

 
              Team of the Half Century 1954 to 2004.  
 
                         Photo 24 June 2004 at Crown at the 50-Year Dinner. Attendance 459.                                  

 
 
For the current Team of the Decade, the Club gathered a small group of experts, and then for 
some reason which evades rational explanation and is known only to the gods, added me. 
These things of course are always subjective, and there always have to be eligibility criteria. 
 
To me the finished product looks pretty reasonable. (And I’m just about to phone my friendly 
financial facilitators in the Indian sub-Continent.) 
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The Old Geelong Football Club AFL Tipping Comp has been going strong since 2004, 

thanks largely to one organiser, and we’ve received the following report in relation to 2020: 
 
“The compromised season brought the cream to the top and whilst he was deprived of 

winning a third consecutive Firsts’ B&F for his efforts on the football field, Johnny Simson 

took the chocolates on the tipping front: 

• 1st Place = $400: Johnny Simson (113 tips)  

• 2nd Place = $200: Will Horsfall (112 tips) 

• 3rd Place = $100: Simon O'Brien (111 tips) 

• 20th Place = $100: Lachie Stevens (104 tips)”  

And for the record Jim Legoe reports those triumphant over the journey.

 

Gone missing: three-time 
winner (2016-18) John Bailey 
(furthest right, after Reserves 
Premiership, 2013) 
 
Not sighted on the leader 
board since. Not even a 20th 
place.  
 
How the mighty have fallen. 
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FIFTY-FIVE YEARS (Is He Nuts?) 
 
We received advice from OGS’ Director of Football Jim Wright on 30 September that the 
gentleman below, Brian “Benny” Goodman was finishing up his association with Amateur 
Football after 55 seasons. Firstly as a talented player, then as a club administrator, as a VAFA 
umpire (well over 300 games) and for the last two decades as an administrator with the VAFA 
itself, much of it in the umpiring area. 
 
Many of our administrators over those last two decades would have had contact with Benny, 
and we were really pleased to hear that Jim rang him on his last day with the VAFA to wish 
him well, something which this publication also does now.  (While thinking, “Fifty-five 
seasons! You have got to be joking!”) 
 
Wrighty advised, ‘Today is Benny Goodman’s last day working at the VAFA. I spoke to him this 
morning and wished him well in his retirement and thanked him for his tireless work at HQ. A 
mention in LL would be good. He has been involved with the VAFA for 55 years and has been 
a great supporter of the OGs and been very helpful as a sounding board for many people within 
the Club. He came to our 2017 strategy day, spoke to the 2015 crop of Under 19’s and is always 
available for a phone call if needed and a good friend of the Club.’ 

  

Photo taken 14 December 2016. Very early days for the Women’s football. Benny on the left 
along with Shona McInnes, also from the VAFA (fourth from the right and sixth from the left) 
who joined the VAFA in October 2016 as the newly-appointed Women’s Football Club 
Development Officer. Both attended Como that evening in December to provide a briefing 
session during pre-season training. Hard to believe that by the following March OGS had 
something like 80 players on the list. 
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Incoming Mail 
 
Following the last Edition (of distant memory):  
 
From a past player, 58 games 1988-1991, member Firsts 
Premiership team 1990, Captain and Best & Fairest 1989. 
 
Heading “Good humour”  
 
“Many thanks for again amusing us with your stories (some 
true, tall and maybe short on the odd fact here and there) but 
none the less much appreciated. Already looking forward to 
2021 and the footy might be on too!” 
 
My response: 
 
“G’day Bruce Harwood and nice to hear from you.  I would have you know that my stories are 
fully fact-checked. Most of the time. (But see later reference to Richard Evans on Page 9.- Ed. 
I have been undone, my reputation ruined.) 
 
I’ve been getting more feedback than usual this year, so I think it is playing a useful role in 
keeping the connections alive.  
 
I’m working on the next Edition now; hopefully it might be out by Christmas. Community 
Football in 2021. That would be nice. At least we still have the Cats.” 
 
-------------------------- 
 

From: Sarah Kirkwood, Vice President To: Peter Lemon  Subject: LL 
 

“Hello Pete, 
 

“These Lemon’s Lines are amazing - your knowledge of the past 
and present players and all that goes on around our Club is 
simply extraordinary.”   
 
(I recollect some things very well, others much less so. Not 
remembering the Richard Herbert who allegedly played one 
game for the Club 18 in 1995 – see previous edition – has left 
me shattered. - PL) 
 
“Wonderful LL as always - it was lovely to have some light-
hearted reading amongst the mess and misery in Victoria right 
now.  Thanks so much for keeping us entertained through this 
“football-less” year!”  
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“I hope you are keeping safe and well in lockup.  How is the sorting going of all the OGS photos? 
I am sorting our family and travel pictures and it is such a huge job that I need at least another 
six months of isolation to get through them!   (The OGS photos? OMG. -  PL) 
 
Keep well and I look forward to seeing you in person whenever we crawl out from under our 
shells.” 
------------------------ 
 

From Kath Dunn (right, 2018) after I’d emailed her asking if she had 
anything she could think of on the Women’s front for this edition. 
She and Georgie Rule have kindly produced an extensive report 
which appears later in these notes. 
 

“Hi Pete, 
 
Your email earlier reminded me that I had never hit “send” on my 
response to your earlier email (after she won the Best 
Clubwoman Award). I am so sorry. 
 
Thank you so much for your kind words. It truly is an honour to 
receive an award named after you. In my time playing football, 
across five different clubs, I have never come across someone as dedicated to a football club 
and the playing group as you are. It’s truly inspirational and I don’t think I can put into words 
how much what you do means, and how respected you are within the group. Thanks so much 
again, looking forward to hopefully catching up soon.” 
 
----------------------------- 

 
“Once again Lemon’s Lines are a great read.  I continue to be 
gobsmacked by the contribution Pete has made to the OGFC over 
nearly sixty years.”  
 
Thank you, Tony Poolman. I continue to be rather gobsmacked 
myself as well, even if the number (if you include 2020) is but 55. 
Like Benny Goodman, I might be nuts. 

 
Incoming Phone Call 
 
We mentioned in the last edition that Club Legend Michael Gretton-
Watson had had a heart attack on 9 September, but with exceedingly 
fast intervention at the Geelong Hospital had had one stent inserted 
(I was wrong, it was two) and was back at home just two days later. 
He said he had had a lot of communications from past players  and 
others of the Club, with a number of them the result of the item in 
Lemon’s Lines. Indeed, he had just been rung by past player and 
member of the Reserves 1966 Premiership team, Ross McKenzie 
(centre right), from Gladstone before we spoke.  
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SOME MORE MENTIONS ON THE CHARITIES FRONT 
 

(1) The Long Run “All you need to do is run, walk or wheel 72km 
during September; when and where is up to you.” 
 

Former player (intent on making a comeback in 2020; that didn’t 
really work out) Will Evans raised money for the Prostate Cancer 
Foundation of Australia by participating in the event fairly 
recently and in fact actually doing 92 kilometres and raising 
$2400 for the cause. 
 

We are not sure if this involved doing some 73,537 laps of the 
living room, or some time outside, of up to an hour, but never 
more than 4.9999999 kms from home. (As then permitted.) 
 
Anyway, it seems the donations page is still open (a number of 
names from the Club are seen), and if any reader is interested in 
making a contribution you can go to 

https://www.thelongrun.org.au/fundraisers/williamevans/the-long-run 
 
---------------------------------------------- 
(2) Past player Mark Robson (98 games, 1992 -1997) and his wife Daeng have a little girl by 
the name of Skye who suffers from a complaint which few readers will have ever heard of, 
known as Sanfilippo Syndrome. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
If you have some spare moments, The Sanfilippo 
Children’s Foundation can be accessed on 
https://www.sanfilippo.org.au/ 
 
We are sure they, too, would like some support. 
 

https://www.thelongrun.org.au/fundraisers/williamevans/the-long-run
https://sanfilippochildrensf.apms5.com/anywhere/m?s=sanfilippochildrensf&m=s_72fb0917-433a-49c0-b850-49de222a7336&u=e1jq4wvfdtfkad1m8d2kghj55n33jh215mu4cgu45mw42dth5n332d9m60u44c1j65344&r2=d1u78w3k78qjyxvqewq76rbectmprubge1qjwvvjcwq62x9fc9p6yttfehm6abbge9qpmtb3egpk4c1j60pjubb3d1mprt38dxqp8bb4cnppavkmd5gg&n=4
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There was an item in the previous edition entitled  
Did you play in the Reserves’ Premiership side of 2007?  

 
“Never could I be accused of rushing into 
things prematurely, but after many years of 
delays and deletions there are now a number 
left (some of which are admittedly only 
retained because it was a Premiership). If 
anyone would like them, I am happy to 
forward by WeTransfer.  
 
Please advise me by email to 
lemmododo@gmail.com in the next fortnight 
and I shall endeavour to assist.”  

 
As we were decidedly less than overwhelmed with responses - a grand total of one - we 
wonder if there is any point in undertaking a similar exercise in relation to any other of our 
premiership sides. We had thought of moving to the Under 19s from 2009 next, but it would 
require some prior indication of interest to make it worth the effort. Over to you, folks. 
==================================================================================================== 

 
* Former VAFA President Peddles Falsehoods as Blunder Perpetuated 
 

Depending on how long it takes me to produce these notes, some readers of Edition 8, of 
September 21, will hopefully recall the following item. 
 

A Touch of Local History 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

“A picture of the Great Flood of 1891. This is South Yarra near to Punt Road. It was reported 
the Yarra rose 37 feet.”  
 

mailto:lemmododo@gmail.com
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The photo and its caption were extracted from a Facebook page operated by a gentleman by 
the name of Richard Evans. Richard reproduces an extraordinary number of old photos, 
mainly Australian, of people, sporting events, racehorses, places, faces, buildings, some 
dating back almost to the beginning of photographic time. 
 
A brilliant collection of historical records, but occasionally things go amiss. For it seems that 
the caption on the previous page is Wrong. Repeat Wrong, Richard. Wrong. Wrong. At least 
as it applies to the suburb location. How could you do that to me?  
 
For the following exchange of emails occurred very shortly after the last set of these lines 
came out. 

 
From: Philippe Batters <pbatters@willbatt.com.au>  
Sent: Monday, 21 September 2020 5:48 PM 
Subject: OGGS footy club 
  

“Andrew, 
The historic flood photo isn’t South Yarra. 
It is taken just north of the railway bridge in Richmond close to the 
Cricketers Arms Hotel and diagonally opposite Richmond Footy 
Ground.  It is Punt Rd c1890.” 
 
=========================== 

 
On 21 Sep 2020, at 6:33 pm, " <lemmododo@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
“Thanks Philippe  - I shall publish a Gigantic Correction in the next set of notes, and advise the 
person who peddled the falsehood to me accordingly.  That’s the trouble these days – fake 
news everywhere. You just can’t trust anyone. 
  
I am delighted that you still get to read the Club’s publications, and I hope things are going 
well with you despite these bloody ridiculous times.  
 
(BTW: Andrew is my brother, the real historian.)” 
============================== 

 
“Thanks Peter,  
It is an easy mistake to make as the photo was used in a book about 30 years ago and it was 
captioned wrongly as South Yarra, and that blunder has perpetuated.             Philippe Batters”  
 
==================================================================================  

 
Philippe is a director of Williams Batters Real Estate who were major club sponsors for a 
number of years from 2013. I am sending a copy of these Lines to Richard Evans (he doesn’t 
have to read all of it), in the hope that he will issue an equally Gigantic Correction on his 
Facebook page. Lemon’s Lines have long been known for their impeccable accuracy and 
fastidious attention to detail, and this is a massive, massive, set-back. 
==================================================================================================== 

mailto:pbatters@willbatt.com.au
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* Editor Tones Down Comments About Former VAFA President Peddling 
Falsehoods and Perpetuating Blunder 
 
Actually, on second thoughts and further contemplation, perhaps I shouldn’t be too harsh on 
Mr. Evans. Richard is a former board member, and a past President of the VAFA (2001-2003), 
and he has provided me with two of the best moments and greatest compliments I have had 
in my time connected with Old Geelong and the VAFA. By inviting me to present the 
Premiership cup to the Captain and Coach of the Under 19 side of 2009, and of the Firsts team 
of 2016.                                All is forgiven. 
            2009   

 

With Tim Hope-Johnstone and Jack Merrin                and largely obscuring Richard Evans 
 

Photographer unknown and, given the shot above left, long should he or she remain so. And 
I should also check to see if I’ve still got that shirt. 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

               2016                      
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    With John Knight and Andy Leahy 

 
(And it all rather made up for the occasion many, many years ago when I was selected as 12th 
Man for a cricket team - when they only had ten other players available.) 
 
==================================================================================================== 

 
Elections and Reader Statistics 
 
In the last Edition we made mention of the fact that the wife of past player Cam Stewart was 
standing for election to the Board of a well-known motoring organisation. As voting has now 
closed, I can reveal a little more following an email I received from Steph thanking me for the 
mention in Lemon’s Lines (it was a very cold day in September): 
 
“Hi Steph, 
 
A nice brisk day at the farm today I would imagine. I hope you’ve got the poddy calves inside 
in front of a nice warm fire. 
 
More than happy to have tried to help – I guess if you get elected you will be tweeting 
prolifically like others we know of. 
 
Yes, it’s been a pretty ordinary year, has it not? (I was going through and deleting some old 
emails the other day, and found one to me dated 29 December 2019, with colourful borders 
of streamers and sparklers and bubbly, wishing me a Happy New Year. Seems most of the 
borders we have these days are closed, and I want my money back. 
 
To follow (see next page) is the readership run-down for the first 24 hours after the Lines were 
published, but unfortunately in the case of Australia, not by states. Who knows, you might find 
yourself on the Board of the RACQ instead! But I certainly don’t like your chances in the UK, 
New Zealand and definitely Singapore.  
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=================================================================================================-=== 

 
 

Who the Hell is Zanda McDonald? 
 

We have been alerted to the fact that OGS’ very own player Oli Le Lievre (fourth from left, 
and much more from the right, 2019) has been shortlisted for the 2021 Zanda McDonald 
Award, “Australasia’s agricultural badge of honour”, to be announced next March. 

 
“The award recognises talented 
and passionate young 
professionals working in 
agriculture, and provides an 
impressive prize package. The 
shortlist members have been 
selected for their passion for 
the industry, strong leadership 
skills, and the contributions 
they’re making in the primary 
sector. The four Australian 
finalists include Oli Le Lievre, 
28, Consultant at KPMG in 

Melbourne and Founder of Humans of Agriculture. 
 
“We’re hugely grateful to our fantastic partners for their ongoing support, who enable us to 
recognise and support the next tier of young agri-leaders. The 2021 finalists sure are a 
talented bunch.”  
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“The Australian and the New Zealand winner 
will each pick up an impressive personal 
development package, including a fully 
personalised mentoring trip in Australia and 
New Zealand (when travel allows), up to 
$10,000 worth of tailored education or 
training, media coaching, and an all-
expenses paid trip to the 2021 Conference.  
 

Interviews will take place over the coming months, and the winners will be announced in 
March 2021.”  
 
Good luck, Oli. Of course, if you do win the $10,000, you must realise that your playing 
subscription next year will be doubled. And equally we should mention that your sister Sas 
was a member of last year’s Women’s Reserves Premiership team. 
 

For details of Humans of Agriculture, which Scotty Dixon advises “is doing some terrific 
things”, their website is https://www.humansofagriculture.com/about-us.html 
 
================================================================================== 
 

PLAYERS HEADING ELSEWHERE, TEMPORARILY  
 
(a) to the West – Dani Trott - OGS’ Women’s Deputy Vice Captain  
 
The following came in to the President some weeks ago, 
 
“Hey Boner, nice to chat to you.  Here’s just a bit of the back story. Was in my two-week 
quarantine when I got messaged by a girl from Busselton asking if I’d like to join my home 
town club, the Busselton Magpies FC in the South West 
Football League (south of Perth). 
  
Last time I was home there was no women’s footy comp 
so I was so excited to play after our OGS’ season got 
cancelled. I joined mid-season and we finished 4th on the 
ladder come finals. We won the semi against Bunbury 
and prelim final against Harvey Bulls, fighting our way 
into the big dance. Our grand final was last Sunday going 
up against South Bunbury FC who have been undefeated 
for two years. Unfortunately, we lost by 11 points but 
gave them a real good crack and it was a great game. So 
happy to have been able to put the boots back on and 
have my family cheering from the sidelines. Stay well and 
hopefully you can enjoy a beer at the pub real soon.”  
 
 
 

https://www.humansofagriculture.com/about-us.html
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(b) Gone for the Summer - to the North  
 
From John Simson, in Darwin 
 

“I’m currently playing at Waratah Warriors with Alex Moloney, a fellow OG who joined us 
this year from Leopold too. I’ve only managed one game so far because I did my ankle round 
2 - my first hit-out, but should be back this week. Alex has been playing in the Ones premier 
league comp, tough stuff though and has been playing really well.  
 

Think we play Sammy’s (as in Sam Anderson, left) team 
Banks in a couple of rounds so might get to play on each 
other too. Also, Tim Noakes, fellow OG who came to us last 
year, had played at Waratah previously so it’s been good to 
have that connection with the club too.  
 
Planning on playing the full season which runs till March 
before coming back for our season next year. Probably can 
give u a better update on the standard and how my football 
is going in a couple weeks once I have strung a few games 
together.”  
 

This has started us wondering if our Reserves Premiership coach 
of 2007, Nathan Perrin, is still playing any football in the N.T. He 
played there before he came to Melbourne, and he played there 
after he returned home, but we do recall an opposition supporter 
telling him, quite forcefully, in the G.F. that he was (even then) 
“too old”. So perhaps by now he might have hung up the boots. 
======================================================================= 

 
News from the Women’s Football Front 
 
A very big thankyou to Kath Dunn (Women’s Firsts Captain) and 
Georgie Rule (Reserves Premiership Captain 2019) who provided 
us with the following report on matters pertaining to our 
Women footballers. (A slight overlap in relation to Dani Trott 
with the earlier item, but it’s of no consequence.) 
 

1) “OGs Women’s Deputy Vice Captain Dani Trott recently 
returned home to Busselton in WA. While there, she got busy 
playing footy with the local team – the Busselton Magpies in the 
SWFL, and saw them play in their first-ever Grand Final. The 
reigning joint OGFC B&F Runner-up, and VAFA “Team of the 
Year” player, won multiple BOG awards during her part-season, 
and was pivotal in almost knocking off the GF opponent, South 
Bunbury, who remain undefeated across two seasons. Final 
score was 24-13 on the day. 
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OGs are pleased to announce Dani will be returning from WA and heading directly to Lady 
Como in January 2021.  

 
2) After being marooned in Canberra since July, Liv Gleeson 
joined forces with ex-OGs coach Robbie Stephen and the ANU 
Griffins for what proved to be a very different year of footy. 
Losing only a solitary game against Molonglo during the regular 
season saw the Griffs finish second on the ladder, positioning 
them well to make a run for the flag. Unfortunately, the women 
fell two points short in a tight semi-final against Queanbeyan; 
however, the club still achieved great success with both the 
seniors and reserves men taking out the flag. Liv also managed 
to finish second in the league best and fairest after several BOG 
performances, capping off an impressive 2020 season up in the 
bush capital. 
 
3) After finishing off her final placements for her medical 

degree Annabelle 'Ricky Bobby' Shannon has jetted up north for a stint in the Northern 
Territory Football League. Annabelle and her sister Eliza (a potential OGs recruit for 2021) are 
currently undertaking their two-week mandatory quarantine before joining St Marys Football, 
Sporting and Social Club. St Marys are currently sitting fourth on the ladder, with the season 
continuing through to February next year.      
 

4) And belated congratulations to a couple of OG 
favourites. In November 2019, Angus Sellar 
popped the question to Premiership player and 
2019 Reserves leading goalkicker Annabel 
Richards. A great way to end a stellar 2019 on-
field for Bel, having kicked 18 goals in the season, 
featuring a seven-goal haul against St 
Bedes/Mentone Tigers on 27 July. We wish the 
couple all the best with wedding preparations 
during this difficult time, and can't wait to see Bel 
back out on Lady Como in 2021 along with Gus 
assisting the Women's teams.  
 
That’s Bel and Gus to the left after the 
premiership win.   
 
And nice to see the canine, front right, correctly 
attired. 
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5) 2020 saw a couple of other OG favourites 
tie the knot. Senior women's player Sharni 
Godfrey and 2018/2019 Women’s Assistant 
coach Sam Goddard tied the knot on March 
14, 2020 at Barunah Plains, Hesse.  

 
Of varying attire: Sam at the 
Women’s Reserves Second 
Semi, 3 August, 2019 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6) There's a new little OG on the way! Lauren Luff and her partner Oscar are expecting their 
first child in 2021. Only new to the OGs in 2020 from Murrumbeena Football Club, Luffy was 
impactful on the women’s group throughout the historic pre-season. We look forward to 
welcoming the newest member of the tribe in 2021, and no doubt seeing Lauren back on Lady 
Como shortly after. 
         Thank you, Kath and Georgie 
==================================================================================================== 

 
From the Archives 
 

Highish-altitude pre-season training using a frisbee on Syangboche Airstrip, Nepal, November 
2003, at around 12,300 ft. (Had the frisbee gone over the edge it would have taken anywhere 
between a week and six years to retrieve it.) 
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At that time in 2003, six of those in the group (well, seven if you include me) were present or 
former players for the OGFC. And three – Jimi Paul, Mark Vickers-Willis and Chris 
Stinchcombe - went on to be an integral part of the Firsts Premiership campaign of 2005. 
 

 
Pre-season training March 2017. Interesting comparison between Syangboche 2003 and the surface 

at Como North Upper as it then used to be. Not that much difference we would have thought.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2005:  Premiership! (Despite the fact that the benefit of the high-altitude training of 2003 
would have long since worn off.) 
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IN THE PRINT MEDIA 
 
Recent and somewhat-recent editions of these Lines (some going back to last year) have 
reported on people connected with the OGFC making it into the papers.  Vicky Tan, Jonnie 
Read and George Chisholm in the Sunday Herald Sun in September 2019; John Landy in The 
Truth in 1957; Hugh McCarthy in the Geelong Advertiser in 2018 (front page); Chris Mitchell 
in the Geelong Advertiser this year; Vicky Tan on the ABC. (Possibly me in very small print in 
the Fruit & Vegetable prices-page of The Weekly Times on occasions, but some fact-checking 
is required.) 
 
We can now add in another, in the way of OGFC Committee member Lucy Gubbins (24 senior 
games 17/18) who made it into The Australian Financial Review edition of 19-20 September.  
 
(Credit for this terrific photo: Morgan 
Hancock.) 

 
Part of the item (I can’t 
reproduce 27 pages) reads: “Lucy 
Gubbins is convinced she is living 
the dream. A high-flying 
management consultant with 
KPMG in Melbourne, her office 
tower was shut down by corona 
virus in March, with all staff sent 
home to work remotely. 
 
“Gubbins, 27, left Melbourne “as quickly as I could”, fleeing her hip inner-city apartment for 
the rolling green hills and peace of her mother’s small dairy property near Warrnambool on 
Victoria’s south-west coast. 
 
“Her days of corporate audits, interstate travel, café lattes and train commutes have been 
swapped for an early morning horse ride, a run with the dogs, and a bottle feed of her pet 
lamb before tucking herself away in her converted home office now decked out with three 
computer screens – for a series of online work meetings and client consults.  
 
“Sometimes I’m still in my jodhpurs all day”, laughs Gubbins who trained as a lawyer and now 
works in KPMG’s food and agribusiness sector. 
 
“I never thought I’d be given the opportunity to work regionally and still hold a top corporate 
job; the hours and the work are the same but I’m just so excited and motivated by what I am 
doing now. I mean you can’t keep a horse when you live in (an inner-city suburb) Prahran, can 
you?”   
 
<Quotes end> 
======================== 
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Editorial Comment on the subject of horses: “Well 
I’m not so sure about that, Lucy: you could have 
asked them to wind back the clock a wee bit up at 
Como House.”  
 
Blending an elegant fusion of past and present, 
‘The Stables of Como’, affectionately nicknamed 
‘The Stables’, is one of Melbourne’s best kept 
secrets.  The converted horse stables bring an 
architectural charm to our cafe, where we pride 
ourselves on knowing our guests and how they like 
it. 
 

Mind you, clearing the dog crap off the Como Park oval early on a Saturday morning during 
winter in a NS (Normal Season) is probably already enough. 
 

Held Over 
 
There were a number of power surges followed by a power outage in the street where I live 
very early last Saturday week, which blew up the motherboard of my computer. (I’m not 
actually quite sure what that means, but it sounds very impressive.) After I had been working 
on these notes most of the Friday.  
 
Whilst my systems kindly managed to have backed-up just about everything else, Lemon’s 
Lines basically disappeared and I have had to re-write most of it again. (I tried jumping out of 
a window first, but missed.)  
 
(These days I am manually saving everything every two minutes and forty-five seconds.) 
 
So, in the interests of sanity (mine), held over for the next edition is the regular feature on 
100-GAME PLAYERS, whilst DID HE OR SHE MARK IT? is drastically reduced. See next. 
=========================================================================== 

                                                20/4/17 
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And to end these Lines, my customary  

NON-OGFC-RELATED PHOTO 
               

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                          
                       
 
 

                         (It is suggested that you do not attempt to emulate this at home.)      
 

I finish now as I’m about to join a Webinar on “How Many Zoom Meetings Dare You Attend 
Before Your Eyeballs Start Falling Out of Their Bloody Sockets?”  

For any correspondence – lemmododo@gmail.com      

Until next time. 

22/10  20.01 
 

mailto:lemmododo@gmail.com

